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Abstract
Software security has become a central and critical aspect of the computer security problem. Software vulnerability detection techniques attract significant interest from both attackers and software developers. Fuzz testing is a typical vulnerability detection technique, and has proven successful in finding security vulnerabilities in large programs. However, traditional fuzz testing tools have a well-known common drawback: they are ineffective when target programs employ checksum mechanisms to verify the integrity of inputs.

This talk introduces TaintScope, a checksum-aware fuzzing system based on dynamic taint analysis and symbolic execution. TaintScope can locate checksum-based integrity checks in programs, then enforce execution flow alterations at located checksum check points to make malformed input to pass the checksum checks. Furthermore, TaintScope can automatically fix the checksum fields in malformed test cases using combined concrete and symbolic execution. In addition, TaintScope implements taint-based fuzzing and white-box fuzzing to generate malformed inputs. By combining these techniques, TaintScope has detected dozens of previously unknown vulnerabilities in several popular applications. This work received the Best Student Paper award at the IEEE Symposium on Security & Privacy (Oakland) 2010.
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